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Webcasting is a great way of improving your event, presentation, conference or training session’s scale, 
reach, impact and legacy to a global audience – without increasing its carbon footprint. With webcasting, 
it is possible to create a good quality experience online for those who chose not to travel to attend a live 
event. 

A webcast is a media file distributed over the internet using streaming media technology to distribute a 
single linear content source to many simultaneous listeners/viewers. A webcast may either be distributed 
live, or on demand.  Webcasting used to be defined as “broadcasting” over the internet, but that no longer 
quite fits: many webcasting platforms now offer tools that encourage online audience interaction - with the 
live event and with other onliners.

Webcasting can be described as a live stream, because the same principles and set-up are in play, but I 
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Who is this guide for?
Anyone who would like to know more about webcasting in general; anyone 
who is thinking about producing an event as a webcast; and anyone who is 
thinking about individually attending or receiving a webcast at their 
organisation.

Learning how to webcast and producing content via webcast will help cultural 
organisations be fit for purpose for and ready to do business with the formal 
education sector’s virtual learning environments (regionally defined in England, 
nationally delivered as  GLOW in Scotland), and potentially for IPTV (Internet 
Protocol television, like YouTube and Hulu).

Additionally, Scotland’s national digital network/channel1 and the emerging 
YouView will need content created by public sector publishers - and this must 
included cultural content providers (although not a co-production partnership, 
Arts Council England and the BBC Academy for example, have 
announced a digital skills sharing initiative to help cultural organisations 
develop their digital content production skills2).
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What is webcasting?

1 http://www.allmediascotland.com/press_news/27023/scottish-digital-network-recommendation-is-rejuvinated-with-appointment-of-experts-panel
2 
http://www.webwire.com/ViewPressRel.asp?aId=122787
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tend to differentiate between the terms: a live 
stream is a simple, live, stream from a cam-
era; a webcast is a web broadcast, curated 
for the online user to receive the best possible 
experience.

Webcasting is an emerging technology, and 
the marketplace for it is nascent. Systems are 
improving iteratively (the quality and service 
from webcasting and broadband providers 
is better than a year ago, it will be better next 
year). But people and the planet are better 
off with the new technology – webcasting is a 
good, sustainable technology, and it’s here to 
stay.

What isn’t webcasting?!

Webcasting is not web- or video-
conferencing, which is designed for 
many-to-many interaction. 
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Nor is webcasting the simulcasting 
technology that delivers NTLive! or the Met Opera 
(or recently The Traverse experimented 
simulcasting rehearsed new play readings - 
read my case study) into cinemas around the 
country. 

Simulcast uses satellite and digital broadcast 
systems and spectrum to deliver a live broad-
cast to cinemas equipped with receivers and 
high spec digital data projectors and screens. 
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Simulcasting produces an exquisite 
aesthetic (millions of colours, 5:1 
surround sound) but requires a 
completely different level of 
production and delivery for this 
quality to be guaranteed. It is 
therefore extremely costly and out of 
range for many cultural 
organizations. It is high definition, 
and therefore the file sizes are too 
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Why webcast?
The main benefit of webcasting is that it increases the reach and scale of an event and its content.  It uses 
broadband internet as the distribution mechanism, a utility most venues, offices and homes now have. 
AmbITion Scotland webcasts have consistently attracted audience numbers of a further 50% in addition to 

audience numbers at the event. AmbITion’s live events were 
free, and so was access to the webcast, but had AmbITion 
charged for the live event, a small (iTunes sized) fee for 
access to the webcasts could have been considered.

The impact of the content and event is extended. 
Interaction and sharing the experience with an online 
network is important, and this in turn increases the 
emotional impact of a webcast event. Online audiences can 
participate in their own chat stream: we’ve seen contact 
details and ideas swapped, as well as insightful and 
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big to send and receive via standard broadband connections over the internet.

Neither is webcasting the technology behind the BBC’s £125m iPlayer ; nor is 
it the approach or technology behind Digital Theatre.com. Both of these film in 
HD shows created for the camera, then crunch down and optimise the result for 
streamed delivery via the internet, or via download, so its important not expect 
the same result.

http://getambition.com
http://consultrudman.com
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer
http://www.digitaltheatre.com
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For my company Envirodigital, the most exciting 
opportunity webcasts offer are an opportunity to 
avoid carbon footprint. (Although the 
creative and digital industries are not yet under 
the government’s Climate Change Act 
legislation, we soon will be, and that point we 
will have to report on the carbon emissions of 
our core output - for a lot of us that will be live 
events to which audiences travel. Broadening 
the mix of ways to receive that content so that 
some in the mix have very low carbon footprint 
can only be a positive thing overall). Envirodigital 
offers webcasting services that let you count the 
carbon avoided. 

thoughtful comments and on-topic questions emerge. Moderating/facilitating 
the chat keeps it from turning into a backchat channel. 

Recording a live webcast creates an instant legacy – the content becomes 
available on-demand immediately, creating a rich content resource. 
Webcasting is also an environmentally sustainability method of extending an 
event and attracting audiences from further afield. 

Webcasting can create further opportunities to learn, at little or no cost. For 
many organisations, travel and training budgets have been cut during the 
recession. Attending conferences and events was one of the earliest, and 
hardest-hit areas for cutbacks. Free virtual events allow people access who 
wouldn’t otherwise be able to attend. 

Interactive webcasts can provide an environment for questions and comments 
from voices other than those usually dominant/regular/confident.

Webcast attendees have also reported that they save time by attending an 
event online: there’s no travel time, and attendees can multitask at their 
computers whilst they watch and listen.
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What connection, kit and software/service do you need to 
webcast?

For a webcast, everything needs to be digital. Depending on your 
connectivity; •	
choice of digital recording devices (camera and microphone); and •	
editing/mixing mechanism and uploading software/service webcasting can •	
either produce extremely high quality events online, or result in a very poor 
experience.

Connection
The key to a successful 
webcast is securing 
enough upstream 
bandwidth to upload the 
live signal to the internet, 
and enough downstream 
bandwidth to download it. 
This table summarises the 
up and stream demands of 
differing qualities of 
webcast:

You can test the up and down stream speeds of your 
own broadband line with an online speed testing web-
site, such as Speedtest. The results of this test shows 
you what the line is capable of carrying, but this isn’t the 
same as the actual result you will get out of line at any 
one time. You also need to consider the contention of the 
line - what else shares the same broadband line?

In a venue or an office, you are likely to have your •	
own broadband line, but this will probably be for 
shared purposes, split between subnets for the office 
email and internet; the public wifi; perhaps even the 
box office. Ask your IT manager to describe what 
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http://getambition.com
http://consultrudman.com
http://speedtest.net
http://speedtest.net
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shares your broadband line, and carry out the speed test at lunchtime, 
when all areas will be under heavy demand.
In an urban residential property, the broadband line is likely to be contended •	
by other properties on your street. Ask your broadband provider how many 
users share the same line. Speed test in the evening, when people are at 
home using broadband. In a residential property, the broadband provider 
is also within their rights to “throttle” the connection of any one user they 
consider is breaking their “fair use” policy - be sure to check the small print 
of your contract.
In rural areas, broadband might be provided by satellite. This results in lower •	
than average potential speeds, but a better guarantee that you will actually 
receive those speeds! Satellite broadband provides better upstream provi-
sion than broadband provided through the telephone cable network, but it 
can be affected by adverse weather conditions.

Kit
The minimum requirement 
is that you need a digital 
camera and a microphone 
built into, or fed into a 
phone or computer that 
is internet connected. This 
set up can be extended to 
many cameras and micro-

Software and service
Webcasting does not necessarily require the local use of vision mixing software. The singular signal from 
one camera and its microphone can be sent directly to the internet-based streaming service - I tend to 
define this as livestreaming rather than webcasting. It is simply the presentation of a live signal from a 
camera, streamed over the internet. See Free/Cheap options below.

However, we find that the online users get a better experience if they receive a curated /mixed/edited 
stream, or a broadcast, so for example, we use mixing software to present slides that let online viewers 
know when a stream or webcast is about to begin, then mix that with the signal from the camera. 
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phones, but these then need would need pre mixing 
into a single stream that is sent out to the internet.

http://getambition.com
http://consultrudman.com
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Similarly, if there’s more than one source of visual or audio input (another 
camera, or a feed of slides or images with music from a laptop), then local 
vision mixing software will be required. Webcasting services can cost anything 
from free to a significant amount: the differences in result are explained below.

Successfully Webcast

What might a webcast cost?
Free/Cheap
Free livestreaming services such as 
Bambuser or Qik or U stream mean 
that mobile phones or a laptop we-
bcam can be used as the camera 
and microphone, no editing takes 
place as the content is just a lives-
tream, 3G or wifi is enough band-
width for uploading, and anyone 
can watch the result on a website. 
However, like Skype, these services 
being available without glitch is de-

pendent on a great number of criteria outside your control, such as the number 
of other users on the service. 

At the time of writing, YouTube are testing a new livestreaming platform, which will enable broadcasters to 
stream direct to their YouTube channels. This is likely to be more reliable, and more searchable, as yet it is 
hard to tell whether anyone with their own YouTube channel will be allowed to broadcast. 

Many free livestreaming services are advert supported, and come with advertising which may surround, 
overlay or interrupt your content, again, an element that you can’t control, but that you might consider being 
a fair pay-off for receiving the service for free.
By purchasing some cheap vision mixing software, you could turn your livestream into a more curated 
webcast, mixing together different inputs from cameras, audio feeds and computers, but again the service 
is not guaranteed; signal between audio and visual feeds are not optimised, often resulting in “lipsync lag”; 
nor will it necessarily be ad free (unless you pay for this to be removed).

Midrange cost
For between £500 - £4000, you can produce a webcast of standard definition, and guaranteed, ad-free 

http://getambition.com
http://consultrudman.com
http://www.bambuser.com
http://www.ustream.tv/
http://www.qik.com
http://www.ustream.tv
http://www.youtube.com
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delivery. Standard definition webcasts can be seamlessly received via the 
standard, contended, 2mb broadband connections for UK residential and 
business locations. Standard definition webcasts can be uploaded from most 
UK business locations, - they require at least 0.5mb UNCONTENDED upstream 
bandwidth. You can brand them, and control many of the surrounding features.

As the price rises, you are basically paying for more and better camera and 
sound equipment/camera operators/live mix producers/live chat facilitators/
webcast service options and vision mixing software - all of which improve the 
production values and aesthetics.

It is good practice to record the webcast directly onto tape or disk, as an 
additional back up in case there is any glitches in the on-demand 
version of the webcast. If you are using high 

images is essential to transfer knowledge and 
meaning - for example, if a highly detailed image 
needs to be viewed close up then it may need to be 
digitised in high definition format so that it doesn’t 
look pixellated.
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definition broadcast 
standard cameras, then 
this footage will be high 
definition, and its possible 
to construct a high 
definition edit after the 
event for people to 
download. This may be 
necessary if the quality of 

High Cost
Webcasting in high definition will have a starting cost of at least £4000 per event, as high definition versions 
of additional visual materials need to be created and optimised in advance of the webcast; and depending 
on the venue, a new broadband line capable of 1mb upstream may need to be installed. This type of 
webcasting is appropriate for large conferences, particularly if you want to charge online participants a 
significant amount to experience high quality audio, visual and additional materials.

http://getambition.com
http://consultrudman.com
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When is webcasting successful? 
When the Content, Context, Community and Curation are 

considered, as well as the Connection!
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Content
The most significant influencer of the end result is the choice of content itself.  
The content choice must work on screen. Some events lend themselves to being 
live AND virtual - conferences, masterclasses, CEO company briefings, training 
sessions, off-stage content like education sessions, masterclasses, pre or post 
show talks. The type of content may dictate the level of quality to be delivered by 
the webcast.

Some core content produced by the cultural sector, such as core on-stage 
content, works as a distributed live experience (its live at the venue, and live 
online, so the liveness 
is distributed to wider 
live audience). But 
artistic content should 
not be cheaply or 
simply streamed – 
especially if the 
quality, aesthetic and 
uninterruptible 

Context
Any audience member of a live event has their expectations set about the event because of the context in 
which that live event takes place, and the manner in which they are received and integrated into the event. 
At a venue, this context is shaped by the layout of the rooms, the ease of getting to and navigating the 
space, the interactions with venue staff, the niceness of the coffee, etc.

liveness are essential to the integrity of the artistic 
product. Therefore, at this stage, I recommend 
that the digitisation of live performance originally 
conceived for the stage should be simulcasted 
for distributed live delivery - where high aesthetic 
values can be reproduced, rather than webcast.

http://getambition.com
http://consultrudman.com
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An online audience member also needs contextualising, but online, the context 
we are dealing with is the user experience of the webpage they find 
themselves on, and the journey they took with their mouse to get there. Could 
the online user find and log in to the online event easily? Does the webpage 
look and feel like your brand? Is there any help offered - by the technology, the 
user-interface, or a facilitator online? Does the online participant know what to 
expect, and do they have hints and tips for how to increase the enjoyment of 
their own experience through a previous briefing (perhaps by email), or 
because a presenter deals with this as part of the live webcast?

The content should also affect the choice of context. The emotional depth of 
the webcast experience can also be enhanced if the sound and visuals are 
of a high enough quality on the online viewer’s screen (watching fullscreen a 
camera close up of a performer/presenter’s face, listening to sound through 
good speakers or headphones is engaging, and this might be more important 
for certain types of content).

Community
Like live audiences, online audiences must be offered the opportunity to 
interact and engage with both the content, and with each other  - its what 
makes the experience human! At a venue, this happens implicitly as the 
audience mingle in the foyer; with cinema simulcasts, this happens explicitly 

through the audience coming together to sit next to each other in film theatre auditoria). Onliners need a 
sense of community too, so showing them a number count of how many other people are also watching 
online reassures them that they are not alone! Moderated online chat helps onliners feel welcome, and 
reassured that they can ask for help around navigating the screen or if something goes awry with their 
set-up. Good webcasts give online participants the choice of engaging in simultaneous chat with each 
other and an online moderator at the venue whilst the webcast is live. 

Linking the communities together is an added bonus - the sense of this can be achieved through 
encouraging the live/venue participants and speakers to register the camera (the online participants’ eyes 
and ears), through gesture, body language and eye contact. If a Q&A session is appropriate to the content, 
having the moderator voice a question from an online participant, mentioning their online name adds a 
great dynamic for the audience on the floor as well as those online.

http://getambition.com
http://consultrudman.com
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Curation
Webcasting has implications on the live event. Live audiences need 
expectations set around how webcasting will affect their experience: cameras, 
microphones, technicians and computers will be in the room; questions will be 
invited and floored, asked by people “not there”; there may be pauses in the 
agenda as the technology is set up or tweaked. Brief speakers & both live and 
virtual audiences about what to expect, and let them know what will happen if 
the technology goes down. Speakers/performers need to give their permission 
to be webcast, and need to acknowledge the online audience through their 
spoken and visual communication with the camera.

Lighting and sound should be considered - for the room, and for the camera.

Online audience members also need their experience curated. Do actively 
facilitate/moderate the online chats - offer on-topic weblinks, questions, 
introduce onliners to each other. 

As internet video has become ubiquitous, and as recording has become 
increasingly easy, the result can often be bad work! Take a step back, and 
view your work like your audience will. Small mistakes can lose your work 
credibility and professionalism. So practice, and consider:

Is it watchable?
 Setting
 Lighting
 Distractions in the background

Is it listenable?
 Mics balanced with each other
 Clear sound quality

Is the presentation bearable?
 Speaking to the camera like its a person, including the camera as an   
 audience member (if there’s a live audience to play to), speaking to   
 the interviewer/ee
 Not shifting around
 Presenter presents themselves well (clean clothes, face and teeth!)
 Clear, speedy delivery

http://getambition.com
http://consultrudman.com
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The way to measure the ROI of a webcast experiment is by applying the ROI 
rules of digital development generally. What is the development trying to ac-
complish for you, and did it achieve what you hoped? 

Is is about audience development? Who are you trying to reach?•	

Is it about artistic development or experimentation? What did you •	
learn and what did online audiences think?

Is it about creating efficiencies? Does that training course really need •	
to be delivered in several locations? Can work hours be saved?

Is it about lowering travel costs, time spent travelling to events or •	
carbon footprint?

Think about how people benefit
Consider what are longer-term, more intangible benefits

Do online participants get the opportunity of an experience with your •	
organisation they would not otherwise have (for example, because 
of geography or cost barriers)?

Do they get a more regular experience? Does this save you money •	
in more intangible ways (you might not need to send them a bro-
chure about your membership scheme, because they engage regu-
larly with you online)?

Do they come to a live event where you’re based because of the •	
successful marketing job an online event has achieved?

And finally… how do you measure the Return on 
Investment (ROI)?

Use analytics to set benchmarks to measure against
You can use the stats package of any good webcasting ser-
vice provider to get the raw data results of how many watched, 
where they were from, and what website they watched from.
An online questionnaire can easily be sent out to webcast online 
participants if you capture their email address, or you could use 
a webcasting service that lets you take polls and gather votes, or 
glean feedback through the live online chat. 
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Envirodigital - standard definition webcasts for standard broadband with 
carbon footprint avoidance indicators (clients such as: 
AmbITion Scotland, SEPA, Arts Marketing Association, Scottish Enterprise, etc.)
Kinura - high definition webcasts (clients such as: Thinking Digital and other 
national conferences)
BY Experience - simulcasting live on stage content in the highest possible 
definition (clients such as: NT Live! Met Opera Live, etc)
Hibrow.tv - simulcasting live experimental content in good definition (clients 
such as: Traverse Live)

Hannah Rudman runs Envirodigital. Envirodigital is a lighthouse brand, guiding 
the creative and digital industries in an environmentally sustainable direction. 
Envirodigital believes that getting digital can facilitate being greener, and helps 
organisations create truly economically and ecologically sustainable digital 
developments. Envirodigital helped to establish the new National Theatre Wales’ 
digital and environmental policies, and is helping to ensure many organisations’ 
and events’ environmental sustainability through providing webcasting 
production and consultancy. 

Hannah also runs Rudman Consulting, is Lead Consultant of AmbITion 
Scotland, having been director of the AmbITion pilot in England. She advises on 
national cultural policy around digital development in the UK; is an Associate 
of Mission Models Money; Specialist Advisor to Cultural Enterprise Office and 
IC:Innovative Craft; and is a Lecturer at Edinburgh Napier University’s School of 
Computing. Hannah is also Arts Professional’s “Harnessing IT” columnist; and 
on the board of New Media Scotland. 

Hannah has overseen the strategic digital development of over 100 cultural sector organisations, across 
all art forms and operational models. She has also developed an online hands-on toolkit for organisations 
looking to self-lead their own digital developments - the AmbITion Approach.
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